
Lecture One
Why Literature?
It’s not passive rote learning. It’s about building a voice.

Literary Folk
H2 Paper 1 / H1: Marc Kenji Lim (Subject Head), Ms Roxanne Teo and Ms Pauline Chua (HOD)
H2 Paper 3: David Laurence Fahy (Senior Teacher) and Mdm Shalini Damodaran (Lead Teacher)

JC1 Texts
H2 students should purchase The Age of Innocence ($18), Othello ($15) and A Streetcar Named Desire 
($20). H1 students should buy The Age of Innocence. Texts are likely to arrive next week or so we hope. 
You can collect an info-sheet (in yellow) that lists the skills, books and explains the two papers and a 
sampler (in green) with excerpts from three texts on the course list at the end of this lecture.

So why Literature then?
We believe in many things but in our never-ending bu!et of ideas and values, we believe in what YOU 
have to say. We believe that our students want to go out into the world to express themselves (but not 
too graphically). To be a (successful) Lit student, you have to be imaginative, articulate, a budding 
aesthete, a keen reader and writer. If you don’t at least aspire to be the above and just want the grades, 
then this really isn’t the subject for you.

Reading Literature via Art
Literature at ‘A’ Level is focused on the writers’ methods and the e!ects of their writing. It is through 
analysing HOW they write that we discover WHY they write: the ideas, themes and concerns of the 
written text. This ability to appreciate writing, we believe, is extended to all mediums from music to 
painting, cinema to even advertising copy.

Don’t just take our word for it. To demonstrate this, we will analyse Edward Hopper’s Nighthawks. 
Discuss with a friend, pen your analysis and take down what the others say in the space below:

What do you see?

How is it presented?

Why is it presented this way?
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We will of course do a proper introduction to this ‘literary’ mode of thinking but in short, the choices 
that artists make (their methods) have e!ects on their viewers. These abstract qualities and ‘feelings’ are 
fundamental to appreciating the ‘meaning’ of the work—its ideas and concerns. 

Reading Literature as a ‘Language Art’
Poems, novels and plays too have their own set of methods, e!ects and concerns. Diction, or the 
writer’s choice of words, plays a crucial role in our understanding of ‘meaning’. The following pairs of 
words have the same ‘literal’, denotative meaning but they carry quite di!erent literary e!ects. Post 
your analysis on livreordie.wordpress.com; the best response gets a prize in the next lecture.

Understanding diction
What is the difference between (i) house and home; (ii) brain and mind; (iii) movie and film?

If you are not convinced that word choice matters, examine the next set of phrases. Why would you 
‘push’ an argument and ‘chew on’ someone else’s idea? Why do we describe strange things as ‘twisted’? 
Why is ‘pink’ healthy? Like art, language can be stylised and for good reasons too!

Understanding literary style
grasp a concept / push an argument / chew on an idea / grounded by evidence / jump to conclusions
upright persona / spineless character / warped personality / twisted desires
greenhorn / feeling blue / red with anger / in the pink of  health / whiter than white / black mark

It is through these methods and e!ects that writers communicate to their readers IDEAS and concerns 
about the world we live in. Observe Victor Hugo’s interpretation of his own novel:

So long as there shall exist, by reason of law and custom, a social condemnation, which, in the face of civilisation, 
artificially creates hells on earth, and complicates  a divine destiny with the human fate;  so long as the three great 
problems  of the century—the degradation of man by poverty, the ruin of women by starvation, and the 
crippling  of childhood by physical and spiritual darkness—are unsolved;  so long as social suffocation is possible in 
any part of the world;  in other words, and with a still wider significance, so long as ignorance and misery remain on 
earth, books of  the nature of  Les Misérables cannot be useless.

Victor Hugo, Preface to Les Misérables

What next?
Choose wisely. If it isn’t for you, it isn’t for you. If you think you are hooked, welcome on board and 
enjoy the ride; the waters will get rough from time to time. If you are not sure, there is time to decide.

We will have two more lectures during the Matriculation period. In the first, Mr. Fahy and Mdm. Damo 
will introduce our H2 students to the theme and concerns of Paper 3, ‘The Individual and Society in 
Literature’. Next, Mr. Lim will lead H1s and H2s through the basics of analysing narrative texts.

Come for the fun (more fun than binomial theorem surely), stay for a REAL education.
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